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  Disclaimer

“An expert is someone with 
≥ 2 paper on a given topic.”

I have one remark on 
Carroll structures in one 
paper.



  

● Asymptotically flat spacetimes and the BMS algebra

● Generalization to expanding spacetimes

Outline



  Two definitions asymptotic flatness

Vestibulum 
congue 

Vestibulum 
congue 

Vestibulum 
congue 

Vestibulum 
congue 

Coordinate definition 
à la Bondi & Sachs

Geometric definition 
à la Penrose

(with the conformal completion)



  Asymptotically flat spacetime



  Key idea: bring infinity to a finite distance



  Conformal diagram Minkowski



  Asymptotic flatness 



  Consequences



  

This is common to all asymptotically flat spacetimes

Universal structure

Gravitational radiation is encoded in the next-order structure and 
differs from spacetime to spacetime



  

Nowhere in this construction did we introduce a split of the 
background and “gravitational waves”.

The split occurs naturally at null infinity:
- universal structure is like a background,
- first order structure contains gravitational radiation,

and it is fully non-linear!

Key points of asymptotics



  
Spacetime diffeomorphism that leave the universal structure at null infinity 

invariant

Asymptotic symmetry algebra



  

● Asymptotic symmetry algebra is bigger than Poincaré
● BMS = supertranslations & rotations

Bondi-Metzner-Sachs algebra (BMS)

supertranslations

rotations

● Conformal Carroll algebra with N=2 (so that                  is preserved)



  Critical assumption

Move far away from sources:  
‘spacetime becomes flat’

 

 

Bondi-Sachs 
coordinates

Peeling 
theorems

BMS symmetry 
algebra

Bondi news tensor



  Expanding spacetimes are not asymptotically flat!



  Why assume asymptotic flatness?

Conference Warsaw 1962



  Expansion rates



  Radiation zones

Λ = 0 Λ > 0

Carrollian structures



  

Study a general class of expanding spacetimes…

…  but first look at the canonical example:

spatially flat decelerating Friedman-Lemaitre-Robertson-Walker 
spacetimes 

Goal



  Decelerating FLRW spacetimes







  The conformal factor



  Simple resolution



  

For asymptotically flat spacetimes,              should have a limit to    
but FLRW spacetimes are homogeneous, so there is matter 
everywhere!

Presence of matter



  Spacetimes with a cosmological null asymptote

  cosmological



  Spacetimes with a cosmological null asymptote

  cosmological



  

Class of spacetimes at least as big as 
asymptotically flat spacetimes

Any other examples?

Linearization stability still open question!



  Asymptotic symmetry algebra



  In terms of coordinates on 

supertranslations
with conformal   
weight  1 + s

rotations

1+s



  The critical s-dependence

A supertranslation can again be written as



  

● Conformal Carroll algebra with N=2/(1+s)
○ Not clear how to interpret non-integer N

● No translation subalgebra

Consequences s-dependence?



  

Asymptotic symmetry algebra ~ Conformal Carroll algebra

➢ Asymptotic flat spacetimes

■ BMS ←→ Conformal Carroll algebra with N=2

➢ Asymptotic cosmological null asymptotes

■ BMS-s ←→ Conformal Carroll algebra with N=2/(1+s)

■ There is no translation subalgebra

Conclusion





  Geometric definition to coordinates



  Another choice



  Asymptotic symmetry algebra



  What is the structure of this Lie algebra?


